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maintop specializes in digital printing, digital printing software and hardware system research and development
for more than ten years. the production line involves typesetting, newspaper publishing, anti-counterfeit
printing, variable data printing, database form processing, printer monitoring and management. maintop

products are widely used in advertising industry, printing and publishing, enterprise integrated printing, office
printing, documents and bill printings and so on. for all their fast, stealthy, and nimble beauty, the maintops
line of boats would be something of a throwback if the class were not so focused on maximized power and

efficiency for racing. so, the choice of 9.9 lb/yard vinyl used for the decking, rather than the more common 6.2
lb/yard, gives the decks an even ride and the ability to perform better when asked to. 0cc13bf012 the water-

jacketed cranksheet, a new type of cranksheet, is the main innovation in the new maintop technology
development (dtp) 10.5-m. the cranksheet, a new type of cranksheet, is the main innovation in the new

maintop technology development (dtp) 10. it is fastened to the after boom of the mainsail with water-jacketed
hubs. during the hoisting operation, water is pumped into the water-jacketed hubs and the water heats up to

prevent friction and minimize the cranksheet weight. maintop dtp (maintop technology development) 10.5-m is
a racing sailboat designed by chinese sailmaker h. m. s. amaryllis. the new maintop dtp is a high performance
racing sailboat that has been designed to make the most of the windspeed performance hull and the new sail

system. in fact, the maintop dtp is designed to make use of the latest in technical achievement, and it will
definitely be a great sailing boat that will be soon joined by other new racing sailboats. the new maintop dtp

racing sailboat has been designed to maximize the performance hull, to promote the latest technological
achievements and to ensure that it is made suitable for all types of sailors, and in particular for the training of

young sailors. the new maintop dtp racing sailboat is a superb performance racing sailboat with a new high
performance hull that is able to make use of the latest in technical achievement. it can be used as a training

sailboat for young sailors and an ideal racing sailboat for international competitions.
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maintop dtp is a powerful,
multi-platform, high-

resolution printing software
platform. maintop is one of
the fastest growing high-

resolution printing software
companies. maintop is the

leading brand of high-
resolution, multi-platform
printing software used by

the world’s leading
manufacturers of

commercial printing
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equipment. the new maintop
dtp v5.3 is an upgrade to the

maintop dtp v5.2. this
version includes a new

pdf/eps conversion
functionality. the conversion

process is very fast, and
supports very large files. no

additional modules are
required to add this new

functionality. maintop is the
leading brand of high-

resolution, multi-platform,
high-resolution printing

software used by the world’s
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leading manufacturers of
commercial printing

equipment. our maintop dtp
is used by many of the

world’s leading printers,
publishers, and brand

owners. maintop is one of
the fastest growing high-
resolution, multi-platform,

high-resolution printing
software companies. the
maintop dtp is one of the

fastest growing high-
resolution, multi-platform,

high-resolution printing
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software companies.
maintop specializes in digital

printing, digital printing
software and hardware
system research and

development for more than
ten years. the production
line involves typesetting,

newspaper publishing, anti-
counterfeit printing, variable
data printing, database form

processing, printer
monitoring and

management. maintop is a
leading supplier of hardware
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and software for the print-on-
demand industry, including
the launch of the industry's
first commercial web-based

wms (wide format
management system) in

2000. maintop acquired the
rights to the wms from xerox

in 2001. 5ec8ef588b
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